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Dear BMC Series Editorial Production Team,

Thank you for informing us about the formatting changes to be made. We hope we understood it all right. Here is the point-to-point description of changes we made:

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is First name Initial Last name (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)

In the author list: “Tor Børge Elsås” was changed to “Tor B Elsås”

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Title: please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system. Capitalise only the first word and proper nouns, and do not include full stops/periods. For example, "The Title of My Prestigious Publication: A Scientific Study." should be changed to "The title of my prestigious publication: a scientific study"

Title: we changed “Macular Thickness Measurements in Healthy Norwegian Volunteers: An Optical Coherence Tomography Study.” to “Macular thickness measurements in healthy Norwegian volunteers: an optical coherence tomography study”

Tracked changes: please remove.

Tracked changes were removed.

References: please provide the full citation details for reference 13 / 14 / 30.

References: full citation details for references 14/30 were provided. Please note that reference number 13 is still e-pub ahead of print, which we now specified.

We were not sure where to place the “handing ident”, as the reference style guide does not mention it. However we tried to follow the guidelines the best we could, leaving the “handing ident” out. Spacing between the references has also been altered when we reloaded our references, so we hope this is the right BMC output style.

Tables: the table title should appear above the table and should be only one sentence long. Please place any other text as a legend (or key), which should appear below the table

Tables: Table titles in tables 1-6 were placed above tables, and all other text was placed below tables 1-6. Table title in table 3 was changed from “…(MFT, MCT, MPT)” to “…(MFT, MCT and MPT)”.
Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

*No further typographical changes were made.*

Thank you very much for your help,

The best

Alexandra Wexler